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The best 

Top specialist Neil Wayte has been 
enjoying great sport with big perch 
this winter and we’ve persuaded 
him to reveal the rig that’s been 
doing the business. 

PERCH

RIGever...

NEIL WAYTE
THE WAITING GAME – PART 2
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Britain’s ever-increasing 
demand for carp Þ sheries 
has seen countless gravel 

pits stocked with more and more of 
this popular species. This is great for 
carp anglers, and great for those who 
prefer other species too!

Why? Well, because of this single-
species preoccupation, the many 
other inhabitants tend to be left 
alone. Perch fall into this category 
and there are literally thousands of 
gravel pits waiting to be exploited.

I’m Þ shing at Westhampnett 
gravel pit, near Chichester in West 
Sussex. CEMEX Angling runs the 
Þ shery primarily as a carp syndicate, 
but it has a fantastic head of other 
species as well. I Þ rst became aware 
of the perch in the pit when the 
head baili"  told me about some of 
the Þ sh that he had caught when the 
carp Þ shing was a bit slow. No-one 
had really targeted them seriously.

THE HARDEST JOB
With waters as big as this one – 
more than 40 acres – locating perch 
is the hardest job. Fortunately, gravel 
pits tend to have gin-clear water, so 
time spent walking around carefully 
watching the margins will pay 
dividends. Small groups of Þ sh can 
often be seen patrolling the bottom 
of the marginal shelf, constantly on 
the move hunting for food. Now, 
because we can’t see what’s going on 
out in the pit, this is where I start to 
target them.

The choice of bait is very simple: 
lobworms and red maggots. 
However, subtle changes to how 
these are used can give you an extra 
little edge.

My rods are light-test-curve 
Avon-style and these carry small 
Baitrunner-type reels loaded with 
8lb main line. This might seem on 
the heavy side, but there is always 

the possibility of picking up a large 
carp, bream or tench, and line of 8lb 
breaking strain gives me the chance 
of landing these bonus Þ sh. 

MY RIG FOR PERCH
The rigs that I use go totally against 
the commonly accepted theory 
that if perch feel resistance they 
tend to drop baits. My favourite 
rig for Þ shing lobworms is a Þ xed 
paternoster that incorporates a 
blockend swimfeeder on the bottom 
rather than a leger weight. 

Here’s how to make my simple, 
but brilliant, rig:
STEP 01: First, feed a rubber ß oat 
stop onto the line. Those sold as 
braid stops are my favourite because 
they grip 8lb main line tightly and 
do not slip when casting. 
STEP 02: Thread a small rubber 
bead, around 4mm, onto the line.
STEP 03: Now add a size 12 swivel. 

...and here it is! 
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STEP 04: Next, thread on another 
4mm bead.
STEP 05: Feed a second ß oat stop 
onto the line. 
STEP 06: Tie your blockend feeder 
onto the end of the line. 
STEP 07: Finally, slide an anti-
tangle sleeve onto a 6in hooklength 
and tie this to the swivel. The Þ nal 
anti-tangle sleeve on the hooklength 
helps to keep the hook bait away 
from the main line when casting to 
prevent it tangling.

Even if you push the ß oat stops 
together, the swivel can still rotate 
around the main line, but the setup 
remains together during casting. 

However, you will Þ nd that the 
bottom ß oat stop and bead will be 
pushed down towards the feeder 
when a Þ sh is hooked. Because the 
components are all soft, there is no 
chance of damaging the main line. 
Plus, you have the added advantage 
that it is possible to move them up 
and down the main line so that you 
can change the distance that you Þ sh 

the bait above the feeder.
This can be important if there is 

weed on the bottom of the pit and 
the lobworms are being pulled into 
it by the weight of the feeder. By 
increasing the distance between the 
beads holding the swivel and the 
feeder, you can perfect everything so 
that the lobworm comes to rest on 
top of the weed and is still visible. 
This is important because perch are 
predominately sight feeders.

Hooklengths are either 4lb or 6lb 
ß uorocarbon, depending on how 
weedy the swim is, and the hook is 
usually a size 10 wide-gape Gardner 
Talon Tip. I prefer a wide gape 
when using lobworms because the 
point stands clear of the bait, even 
when a big, juicy bait is used. 

A red maggot or two is also used 
with the lobworm hook bait to add 
a bit of colour. 

It is worth pointing out that a 
free-running feeder setup would 
create less resistance to a taking 
perch, but I have found that this 

type of setup can lead to perch being 
deep-hooked. Every perch is lip-
hooked with the paternoster rig that 
I have described. 

However, it is important not to 
use a long hooklength with this 
setup because you will end up with 
the same problem of deep-hooking. 

My standard setup now is a 
hooklength of no more than six 
inches, set so that the distance 
between the beads holding the 
swivel is also six inches above the 
feeder, unless the swim is weedy. 

THREE RODS
Gravel pits can be huge and I like to 
cover as much water as possible by 
using three rods. This allows me to 
space my hook baits out along the 
bottom of the marginal shelf and 
slightly vary the distance from the 

Gravel pits can be huge 
and I like to cover as much 
water as possible.

Pay attention to 
the fi ner points of 
the rig and you’ll 
catch more perch!

RIG TIP
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PEP UP YOUR FEEDER MIX

01 Drop a few maggots and a 
couple of lobworms in a small tub.

02 Chop everything up with a 
large pair of scissors.

03 Now squirt a little worm liquid 
into the mix. Not too much or it will 
go everywhere!

04 Pour it into the feeder, pop the 
cap on, and cast quickly. 

bank at which I place my baits. 
In clear water it is often possible 

to see the bottom of the shelf, so 
one bait is cast there. The next two 
are cast slightly further out so that if 
the Þ sh are not following the very 
bottom of the shelf as they wander 
around the pit, it is still possible to 
pick them up. 

By recasting every 30 minutes or 
so you build up the amount of bait 

The swivel at 
the top of the 
hooklength can 
rotate between the 
two beads but the 
fl oat stops keep 
everything secure 
on the cast.

RIG TIP over each area and I’m sure that the 
maggots coming out of the feeder as 
it falls through the water attract the 
perch into the swim. It can also pay 
to catapult a few maggots around 
each hook bait every Þ ve minutes 
or so to keep up this trickle of bait 
falling through the water.

The small canal-type match 
catapults are great for this because 
they only hold a few maggots and 
stop you from going mad with this 
extra feeding. 

BAIT TRICKS
Most of the time I simply hook 
a lobworm through the saddle 
and tip it o"  with a red maggot. 
This will catch you plenty of 
perch but occasionally, if things 
are going slowly, you can increase 
your chances by using just half a 
lobworm. By using a broken worm 
you give the perch a smaller bait but 
the worm is also leaking its juices 
into the water as an extra attractant. 

Although all predators are sight 
feeders by nature, they also scent 
their prey. So by using just half 
a worm you can use this to your 
advantage. Another great tip to 
help you catch more Þ sh is to use 
a small syringe to inject air into the 
worm. Insert the needle into one 
end and inject just a small amount 
of air. Now drop the worm into the 
margins to see how it ß oats. You are 
looking to get just one end of the 
worm ß oating up o"  the bottom 
and sticking out attractively to any 
wandering perch. Take great care 
when using syringes and needles, 
though, because they are dangerous.

By injecting more air and making 
the worm completely buoyant, this 
method can also be used to make 

the worm ß oat up completely o"  
the bottom or over weed. The takes 
that you get when using this method 
can be aggressive and short hook 
links are imperative to prevent deep-
hooked Þ sh.

ADD AN EXTRA EDGE
While on the subject of scents, it is 
well known that match anglers have 
been using chopped lobworms as a 
method of attracting Þ sh into their 
swims in winter for years. 

Now it’s a silly specimen angler 
who doesn’t take notice of what 
other branches of the sport are 
doing when targeting the same 
species, especially in what are less-
than-favourable conditions. I stated 
earlier that I recast every 30 minutes 
or so to keep a trickle of fresh bait 
going into the swim, but in colder 
conditions, like today, every third 
cast I Þ ll the feeder with a mix 
of chopped lobworms, chopped 
maggots and worm liquid that is 
marketed for the match anglers. 

It’s not the nicest-smelling 
concoction and it is messy to 
make, but I’m sure that it increases 
my catch rate. All the worms and 
maggots are put in a small pot and 
then cut up. When I have just small 
chopped maggots and worms left I 
then add a small amount of worm 
liquid. This is then poured into the 
feeder and cast out. Don’t go mad 
with the amount of liquid because 
it will run out of the holes in the 
feeder before you can recast. 

BITE DETECTION
For bite detection I use buzzers and 
bobbins. The size of the bobbins is 
kept to a minimum but because of 
the underwater tow on these big 

Neil prefers 
to use three 
rods, allowing 
him to explore 
different areas. 
Make sure your 
bobbins are 
heavy enough 
to counter tow. 
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pits I carry three di" erent weights so 
that I don’t have the problem of the 
bobbin being pulled up tight all the 
time as the tow pulls the line. 

Today I used a rod pod because 
the ground was so hard, and set the 
bobbins right down at the bottom of 
the length of the chain. 

If perch are in the area it won’t 
be long before you get a take. 
However, if nothing has happened 
after a couple hours, be positive and 
move. With a cold northerly wind, I 
moved to a spot where the wind was 
not hitting the water. Grebes had 

This felt like a 
really good fi sh 
but I think I hit 
the bite too soon 
in my eagerness 
to catch. 
been working this shoreline close to 
the bushes so it was a pretty safe bet 
that there were silver Þ sh in the area. 
With any luck, the perch wouldn’t 
be far behind. 

An hour after moving I was 
beginning to wonder if I was going 
to catch, but in typical perch fashion 
I received a short but hectic ß urry of 
action as a small shoal of Þ sh moved 
through the swim. Unfortunately, 
the Þ rst Þ sh broke the hook link, 
something that seems to happen only 
when you are struggling for a bite!

I was retying the link when the 
left-hand rod signalled a bite and bad 
luck struck again when the hook 
pulled during the Þ ght. 

This felt like a really good Þ sh but 
I think I hit the bite too soon in my 
eagerness to catch. Thankfully, the 
remaining rod signalled a bite almost 
immediately. This is typical of the 
action you receive when a shoal of 
perch moves into your swim.

This Þ sh weighed 2lb 14oz; typical 
of the size that I’ve been catching 
this winter. There are bigger Þ sh 
here but the shoal Þ sh that I’ve been 
catching all seem to be around this 
size. Just to prove the case, a few 
minutes after rebaiting all the rods, 
another bite produced a Þ sh of 2lb 
12oz. It was a cracking brace of Þ sh 
after a slow day, but very welcome 
in the bitterly cold conditions.

At 2lb 14oz, this 
is typical of the 
size of perch to 

be found in many 
gravel pits.
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